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System Requirements 
 
This software requires version 1.1 of the Microsoft® .NET Runtime Environment. 
 
Minimum requirements for this is one of the following operating systems with Microsoft Internet Explorer 5.01 
or later: 
Microsoft® Windows® 98  
Microsoft® Windows® 98 Second Edition  
Microsoft® Windows® Millennium Edition (Windows Me)  
Microsoft® Windows NT® 4 (Workstation or Server) with Service Pack 6a  
Microsoft® Windows® 2000 (Professional, Server, or Advanced Server) with latest service pack 
Microsoft® Windows® XP (Home or Professional) Microsoft® Windows® Server 2003 family 
 
Pentium 90 MHz (Or the minimum CPU required to run the operating system, whichever is higher). 
32 MB (Or the minimum RAM required to run the operating system, whichever is higher).  
Ethernet / network port. 
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Screen Layout 

Figure 1 

 
 

Toolbar 
This offers standard Windows toolbar features, such as saving & opening files, tools, wizard, about, and exit. 
 

Global Controls 
These buttons apply predefined configurations to the CrossPoint Mix. 

• ‘Mute All’ will set all the CrossPoints, and all the Output Gains to mute.  
• ‘Pass A’ will apply a standard straight-through set of stereo pairs for input B (InputA1-Output1… 

…InputA8-Output8). 
• ‘Pass B’ will apply a standard straight-through set of stereo pairs for input B (InputB1-Output1… 

…InputB8-Output8). 
 

Master Controls 

• ‘Master Input A Delay’ shows the master delay for input A. 
This is used to modify the delay for all of the A inputs simultaneously, and uniformly. 

• ‘Master Input B Delay’ shows the master delay for input B. 
This is used to modify the delay for all of the B inputs simultaneously, and uniformly. 

• ‘Master Output Gain’ shows the master gain for all outputs. 
This is used to modify the Output Gain for all of the outputs simultaneously, and uniformly. 

Left-click a control to reset/mute it. 
Right -click a control to modify the setting. 
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Hardware Interaction Controls 
These buttons are for connecting to your Audio Shuffler device to read or write a CrossPoint Mix. 

• ‘Read’ will download the current CrossPoint Mix configuration from your Audio Shuffler, and display it 
on-screen for you to examine/modify. 

• ‘Take’ will apply the configuration currently in the device’s preview, to its main output. 
• ‘Preview’ will upload the applications current CrossPoint Mix to the preview of your Audio Shuffler 

device. 
For normal use, you will design your CrossPoint Mix configuration on-screen, then click ‘Preview’ to upload it, 
and ‘Take’ to put it on air. If you do not wish to use the preview feature of the device, you can set the ‘Take 
Without Preview’ option (See Toolbar>Tools>Options), to remove that step from the process. Note: Please 
use caution when taking configurations straight to air. 
 

Hardware Connection Profiles 
This feature makes it easier to connect to multiple Audio Shuffler devices. 
For each device you use, fill in a name to identify it, IP address & Port for the chassis it’s in, and the NID of 
the device. Note that the default Port for comms on an etherBox chassis is 4757. 
When you use the Hardware Interaction Controls, the application will attempt to connect to the device 
described in the current Hardware Connection Profile. 
To add, remove, or switch connection profiles, click the [>] button at the bottom. 
Profiles are saved and restored between sessions. 
 

Input/Output Labels 
These labels are used to apply meaning to the input and output data. 
Each label represents a different stereo pair, and is customizable for different uses. 
To edit a label, click on it with the mouse cursor, type a name in the text box, and press [Enter]. 
You can save sets of labels independently (File > Save _ Labels), or together with the CrossPoint Mix (File > 
Save All).  
 

CrossPoint Mix 
The CrossPoint Mix is the main representation a particular configuration.  
Each square of the grid (CrossPoint) represents how audio data is treated for that coordinate, given its 
corresponding input and output. 
For more information about using the CrossPoint Mix, see 
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Editing the CrossPoint Mix. 
 

Input Delays  
Individually customizable, these controls show the delay in place for each input. 
Left-click to reset, or right-click to set specifically. 
 

Output Gain 
These controls, also individually customizable, show the volume gain on a per-output basis. 
Modifying the Output Gain for a given output will effect the gain levels for any CrossPoint that contributes to 
that output. 
Left-click to reset, or right-click to set specifically. 
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Editing the CrossPoint Mix 
 

Overview 
 
The CrossPoint Mix is a configuration specifying which inputs are combined for each output. 
 
Each input channel is represented by a row.  
Each output channel is represented by a column. 
The point at which each column and row crosses, is called a CrossPoint. 
Each CrossPoint represents a channel of two inputs and two outputs. Generally, these are input x left & right, 
and output y left & right.  
 
Each control in the configuration is displayed with a traffic-light system to highlight expected (green), 
modified (amber), and unexpected (red) modifications. This means that you can see at-a-glance, the major 
aspects of the current setup. 
 
Each input channel can be delayed, either individually or at a master level. This allows for differences in lag 
between source materials.  
For more information on the input delays, see Master Controls or Input Delays. 
 
Each output channel can have a Gain level set for all CrossPoints that make up that output. This can be 
applied to each output using the Output Gain, or for the whole set of outputs, using Master Controls.  
 
Figure 1 shows the default CrossPoint Mix. Each channel of Input A, is replicated directly to the 
corresponding channel of the Output. 
 

Editing a CrossPoint  
 
Each of the controls that make up the Mix (CrossPoints, Input Delays, and Output Gain) can be modified in 
the following ways: 

• If the control is off or mute, a left-click will set it to a default on condition.  
• If the control is on or modified, a left-click will switch it off or mute. 
• Right -clicking a control gives a more detailed level of customisation (see Advanced Configuration of 

a CrossPoint).  
 
To modify the default CrossPoint Mix (see Figure 1) so that each channel of Input A is mixed with the 
corresponding channel of Input B, left-click each CrossPoint in a diagonal line from {Input B 01, Output 01} to 
{Input B 08, Output 08}. 
 
This should result in a display such as in Figure 2:  
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Figure 2 

 

This CrossPoint Mix is a simple example, showing a standard 
combination of two inputs to make each output. 

 
For example, [Input A 01] + [Input B 01] = [Output 01]. 

 

Figure 3 

 

This image shows how the graphical representation of a 
CrossPoint relates to the practical configuration that is 

implemented.  
 

For a standard channel stereo pair like this, input left goes to 
output left, and input right goes to output right. 

 

Figure 4 
This shows the most common range of settings for the CrossPoint of an input/output channel. 

     
Silence Stereo (Default) Stereo (Swapped) Mono (Left) Mono (Right) 

 
 

Advanced Configuration of a CrossPoint 
 
If you right-click on a CrossPoint, you are presented with a context menu which offers shortcuts to 
implementing the 5 common settings above, in addition to an ‘Advanced’ option.  

Left Input  

Right Input  

Left 
Output  

Right  
Output  

On 

On 

Off 

Off 
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Click ‘Advanced…’ to zoom in on the CrossPoint: 
 

Figure 5 
This shows the Zoomed-in view of a stereo CrossPoint. 

 

The inputs and outputs are labelled for the left and right. 
 

The values are easier to read accurately, since they are larger, and they contain a 
text label (when not mute) showing the audio gain (in dB). 

 
If you click on a mute square, it becomes active.  

If you click on a non-mute square, you access a further level of control (Figure 6).  

 

Figure 6 
A CrossPoint Gain control, accessed by clicking a gain square when zoomed in.  

 

This gain value relates to the ‘Right to Right’ square 
(highlighted) of the CrossPoint. 

 
Drag the slider up and down to change the gain, or 

use the up/down control to set a specific value.  
 

The ‘Mute’ button sets the gain value to mute.  
 

The ‘Invert’ button inverts the audio waveform. 
 

The ‘Unity’ button resets the Gain to zero dB, and 
non-mute.  

 
The ‘OK’ button closes the control. 
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Saving & Opening files 
 
To save just the CrossPoint Mix, use [File > Save Mix Config]. 
 
To save just the Input Labels, use [File > Save Input Labels]. 
 
To save just the Output Labels, use [File > Save Output Labels]. 
 
To save the CrossPoint Mix, together with the Input and Output Labels, in one file, use [File > Save All]. 
 
Any of the above files can be opened using [File > Open…]. 
 
 


